Testimonies

*With conventional copper fittings in larger sizes, it would take an hour per fitting to join them. With Viega ProPress, you can do a whole run of fittings in an hour.*
- Darrell Metcalf, Owner, Taps Plumbing

*Pressing with Viega is tremendously efficient versus brazing or soldering. We’ve tried other similar products and had issues with them or the quality wasn’t as good as ProPress.*
- Craig Hawkins, Project Executive, Brandt Construction

*ProPress is especially valuable in remodels. There is a lot less risk involved if you don’t have to light a torch, especially in buildings with old and flammable products. Installing ProPress, you’re going to get a better system than a soldered one. It’ll take less time to install, so it’ll be more competitively priced.*
- Jeremy James, President, James Plumbing Company

*Sweating large-diameter tubing on the roof in the sun and the wind is very cumbersome. Viega ProPress is the ideal way to go.*
- Carlos Fernandez-Alba, Ph.D. and Engineer, AET Solar

Viega ProPress System
Pros use Viega ProPress.

Learn more at viega.us/Pro
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Connexions can be made wet or dry for quick repairs on existing systems
- Connections can be made wet or dry for quick repairs on existing systems
- Make secure press connections in seven seconds or less
- Flameless press technology eliminates the need for burn permits or fire watches
- Zero Lead solutions certified to NSF/ANSI 61 & 372 (includes Annex G)
- Approved by Viega for nearly 1,000 different applications
- More than 800 CTS configurations with multiple alloys and sealing materials from ½” to 4”
- Exchangeable FKM sealing elements are available in ½” - 4”
- HNBR sealing elements are available in ½” - 2”
- Viega Smart Connect® technology helps identify unpressed connections
- Viega ProPress ball valves are available in Zero Lead bronze for potable water applications and brass for hydronic applications

Applications

**Fuel, Oil and Lubricant**
- Heating Fuel Oil
- Diesel Fuel
- Butane

**Fluids/Water**
- Hot & Cold Potable Water
- Rainwater/Gray Water
- Fire Sprinkler
- Chilled Water

**Gases**
- Compressed Air
- Oxygen – O₂ (nonmedical)
- Hydrogen – H₂
- Carbon Dioxide – CO₂
- Vacuum

**Compressed Air**

**Oxygen** – O₂ (nonmedical)

**Nitrogen** – N₂

**Carbon Dioxide** – CO₂

**Vacuum**
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The Name Matters

When it comes to your work, “good enough” isn’t good enough. With your reputation on the line, you don’t trust just any press system. You want the original ProPress®. The most durable, dependable, innovative pipe connector on the market.
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